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typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated.1800 Excerpt: ... Pigtail Baboon, 37 This is a large, ugly, disgusting animal, with a long
muzzle of a bluish colour, strongly marked with wrinkles, which give it a very hideous aspect. It more frequently walks erect than.on all‐
fours and, when displeased, mutters a kind of infantine whine. One of this species was formerly exhibited in England which, though pretty
tame, appeared stupid, and had contracted a habit of blowing on those who approached it. There are several varieties of this kind. It is a
native of the Gold Coast. PIGTAIL BABOON. Busfon gives this animal the appellation of the maimon. It seems to connect the baboon with
the monkey family, having a curled tail six inches long, from which it receives its name, and a prominent visage of a swarthy red colour. It is
about the size of a cat, and is a native of Sumatra and Japan. This creature is extremely docile, and may be taught numerous tricks. Mr.
Edwards kept one of them a whole year in London and, discovering another of the same species at a shew of wild beasts, he brought the
twp exiles together, when they gave evident indications of their mutual satisfaction at the unexpected interview, MONKIES. 1 HE
discriminating characteristic of this last division pf the ape kind is the length of the tail an appendage, jphich. in the two former divisions is
either very short, or entirely wanting. More than sifty species of monkies . have 3? Uart‐Uei...Grtn Mo/ihy. have been discovered and traced
by naturalists indeed the tropical countries swarm with them, and every forest Ss inhabited by a different kind. Being generally of a
diminutive size, they rather amuse by their tricks than alarm by their numbers or their powers. They are easily restrained by correction and,
when reduced to a state of captivity, soon begin...
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